
Polit Uni -2022 - Schedule DRAFT
Time Hall Kitchen Side room Lower Hall Outside - hard Outside - hard Outside - balcony Outside - lakeside Outside - glade
Saturday

08:30 Set up Set up Set up Set up Set up Set up Set up
09:30 Registration

10 First steps: an 
introduction to dance

Redact a recipe - Make 
Ember day tarts*

Making a point (for your 
laces)

Tapestry weaving 
sampler*

Casting your own 
pewter I  *$

11 14th-16thb Moorish 
fashions

Fitting a bodice on any 
body*$

Jewellery - find it or 
fake it for your style

Sword making and 
analysis

The Universal 
Diagram - Destreza

12 Analyzing remains 
from Roman York Lunch prep Meal planning for 

camping
Using range & 
measure to be deadly

Blade presentations 
- tactical options

1 Lunch - half hour

01:30 Making music for 
dancing Feast prep Beginners 

illumination 1*
Basic joinery - 
what goes where*

Basic bead   
making I *$

How to make your kit 
comfortable

02:30 Taking it a step 
further - more dance!

Carrying it all like a 
Viking

Basic beads II *$ 
(repeat)

Better tournaments 
through theatre

Remembering to 
cut the blade

03:30 Soap - what we know 
and filling the gaps* Running your first feast Basic handsewing - 

for every style I* Spoon carving I *      Tournament Fiore unarmed 
combat (wrestling)

04:30 Easy Part Singing Planning camp 
furniture

(with behind the 
scenes commentry)

05:30 Medieval Board 
Games

SCA Dances - fun 
ones to know

06:30 Feast
07:30
08:30
09:30
10:30 Clean up

Sunday
08:30 Set up
09:30 Registration

10 Costume clinic - solve 
your problems Simple brewing-in-a-bag Drop spindle drop-in The psychology of 

combat
Casting your own 
pewter II  *$

11 .                                . Dyes and weaves 
across the ages (repeat) What to do with a 

buckler

12 Intro to dance (take 2) Lunch prep 16thc Spies - Codes & 
Cryptography

Mending    
Techniques

1 Lunch - half hour

01:30 All the world's a stage 
- performance in SCA Lunch cleanup Beginners illumination 

I1*
Introduction to 
sprang*$ Spoon carving II *      One-on-one 

coaching time 

02:30 SCA Basics - Q&A 
Panel Making marchpane* (repeat) (repeat) - with the Masters

03:30 Basic handsewing II* 
(repeat)

Non-sheep textiles in 
pre-1000 Europe

04:30 Pack up

* = limited class size $ = fee applies
Classes with I and II are repeats - the same class


